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(·he severnl centuries leading up to the state of Qin's consolida
,;1 of power on the central plains of present-day China, the ferocity and 

of internecine warfare rose exponentially. Indeed, death itself had 
a way of life. What, then, did the infantryman on the killing field 

hi~ mother think nbout and feel when they reflccred on the former's 
rhar is, on the very real possibility that the day may be his last? 

wcrt'. these people of ancient China culturally disposed to think about 
.·•·"'···,, thliir own death and, perhaps even moH: heartrending, the loss of 
·" ¥,!ll!"l•rw ihey loved? 

In ihis chapter, I will argue that the intensity of warfare has been u 
hum;m activity in the articulation of the distinctive correlative 

·---;,t-1:d,kww (,f ancient China. We must not undervalue the impact that the 
t/\lrn1>.! , ,r pi:rennial war has had on shaping Chinese culture in irs formative 

,\I. !'11nlwr, l wilt contest a resistance among contemporary scholars to 
L , 1d111ul gi:nerallzations by insisting that an always-emerging cultural 
.d,,1Lirr L, iisdF rooted in and grows out o( a Jeep and relatively stable 

:,di .si 111u1n1<>1mu:d assumptions sedimented over generations into the 
, 1H<>111~, ,1nd lifC fornis (>f a living t.radition. 1 l 3rgue that the 

L1h,u- 1,, 11 k11,,\,·k\l1.;v d1L•. /ii,,,l,,,,.,-n1:d dwr:inn ,if ndtm:d diff~rence ;1:; 
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an erstwhile safeguard against the sins of either "essentialism" or "relativism" 
is not innocent. Indeed, like the preacher who, come Monday, commirs 
the very sins he railed against the day before, this antagonism to cu!turnl 
generalizations leads to the uncritical essentializing of our own contingenr 
cultural a.%umptions and to the insinuating of them into our interpretations 
of other traditions. t 

David Keightiey, in his reflections on the meaning and value of death 
in the classical Chinese tradition, concludes that death in this cl!lture !, 
rather "unpmblematic."l Of course, Keightlcy is not suggesting that the end 
of life was approached absent some real trepidmion by Chinese soldier,. 
and their mothers alike. He means, rather, th:1t death was not considered 
unnatural, perverse, or horrible. Indeed, the concept of "natural" death in 
early China can readily be contrasted with the enormity of death in the· 
Abrahamic traditions, in which ''death" itself is a consequence of divinr 
animus. In this latter tradition, "death'' is the punishment meted out by an 
angry god to human beings for their hubris and disobedience-human being.', 
who, in their prdapsarian state, had owned God'~ gift of immortality. 

There is certainly an uneasiness \(l the early Chinese liternrurv 
manifested in visions Of the "Yellow Spring~," a familiar name for tlw 
netherworld, bur there is a marked absence of the morbidity and gloom w,: 
associate with the Greek, Roman, and medieval conceptions of dellth. 111 
the das.sical Chinese world, there is a preponderant emphasis on "tile," wi1!, 

little attention given over to the tragedy and poignancy of death famili,n 
in classical Western sources< Rather than a gruesome portrayal of dead,, 
there seems to be a Chinese tolerance of the end of life as an inevita!+ 
and relatively unremarkable aspect of the human experience.4 

Again, from the sparse remrnmts of the body of militarist litcra!u1<· 
circulating in pre .. Qin China, we are able to make some compellln,: 
observation5 about the value of death in ancient Chinese culture ,1s 11 

pertains to the battlefield specifically. For example, the military texts 
generally from the Sunzi's premise rhat warfare is always a losing propositii;;, 
and that, as such, it should be embarked upon as ''budeyi ~1sft'..,"-tha! 1_-, 

only wirh the greatest reluctance and as an always wasteful, if someli1111 
unavoidable, last resort. Fram this premise we can understand why so[di,·,, 
was historically accorded a low social status in this culture, and we 
further speculate that, sans the vision of military glory promoted hy d,, 
Spartans and Romans, the relentless agony of bnrrle punctuating the \V,1n,,,
Statcs period was little mitigated for the Chinese soldier by the :.pi1 n 
a heroic---even romantic--death we find associated with war(m: i11 , 

own classical Western narrative.' !n order t() dit.: dre1wr, ,111d to 11ndn.,, .. , ! 
the value of dc:ith withit1 th,_- ndnir:1l -'w111:111t•i, ,,i n1; 1,•11l ( '111,w 1,11!,, 

11Verwririn1! i1~ 1n,\u1im: with vs<ry ,/iff,·r, 1" \\\ -i, ,,1 
Ill'!:,! !1";,1,· IIK i•l--1><•1!1"1111'1 ,\! ,l,,·111, .,,.1,,, 11,. 

< <>••,10,,L,' ,q ;j· '"Ii IJ ,,111:.-1, 

•H' ,,!j 'I" >",I! H ,1 \·•, 

,I, El,;· , , ,rn•i,,1 
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Nathan Sivin observes that "man's prodigious creativity seems to be 
!,used on the permutations and recastings of a rather small stock of ideas."'' 
.I will argue that the correlative t.hinking first described by Marcel Granel: 

,,::. as la pemee chinoise seems to belong to this small but fertile inventory, 
and that it has had a long history of articulation in the Chinese cultural 
tradition that parallels the defining force of metaphysical realism in shaping 
·the categories and grammar of the Western philosophical narrative.7 What, 
,then, is the vintage and the resilience of correlative thinking in rhe proto

·. Chinese world? What in the early Chinese lived~world, we mighr ask, 
propelled "the pemrnrations and recastings" of the persistent correlarivc 

·. kind of thinking as it spread from centers of specific domains of knowled1.;l: 
to become :m explanatory vocabulary in so many areas of ordinary Chinese 
a,ci:ivity-medkal practices, fengshui, calligraphy and painting, archit.ecnm: 

·imd gardens, literary tropes and style, mantic practices, culinary preparations, 
_ .. ritual performances, and so on? And more specifically, we might ask, to what 
[:,extent was the passion, exhilaration, and terror of war a motivating facrnr 
:)rn l'his dyadic way of thinking deepened, marnred, ,md became explicit in 
·:.:the formative period of Chinese culture? 

William James, himself a process thinker, provides us with his own 
:.:rvflcctions on cultural pe!ciistence. As a liberated, post-Darwinian prugmatist, 

i~ determined to overcome our entrenched rationalist and empiricist ,,,rays 
·· sif organizing the human experience, which he believes ha\'e saddled us 

-:: philosophically with a "block univcrse"-his expression for a ready~made 
.:W1)r!d devoid of any real novelty or spontaneity. By attempting to reinstate 

'· ''process"-that is, the relevance of change, particularity, and the ongoing 
emergence of an always novel order·-James is trying to take us beyond 
dd'.iult assumptions about some foundational, permanent, and transcendent 
rnt!ities that have insinuated themse!vesover millennia into our language and 
y,,,,ddview, But even in thus trying to escape the dead hand of pennanence, 

is keenly aware that a sensitivity to the reality of ch:rnge must itself 
h· qu:1lified by cognizance of a persi.5t.ence or "equilibrium" in human ways 
o! i:uionalizing the life experience, which he calls ''common sense." He 
1•Hrh us this observation: ''My thesis now is this, thllt our fundamental ways 
u/ 1/imhing about things are discoveries of exceedingly remote m1cestor.~, which have 

uble to preserve themselves throughout the experience of all subsequent time, 
! fwv 1:inn one great stage of equilibrium in the human mind's development, 
dw ,i;igi.:' of common .,ense."~ James then goes on to rehearse what he takes 
!o !w dw basic categories of this entrenched "common tiense," this distilled 
¥-hd,,m p,1;-;.5ed on by our progenitors: "things, kinds, sameness or difference, 

hodic~, suhj!;;'cts nnd attributes, causal influence, the fancied, the real," 
,1,.,d :,.c, <'!1, /\!th(1uvh w,· mi1:ht !-:-,_, (Tiricil of James for taking the familiar 
, .\iq:,,iw~ ,,I 1>!P ,, , ,,1,,n,,,i, ,,-11~, in,k,·,l. th,· dd:mlt vocabulary of 
,,,d,q,/,y,,1,,d 1·, ,,L.,n ,!, I<"""' ,,< i!w ,·mu,' 1,urn,in n,1na1iv,· wi1h;,1H 
i.,! u,,-, uli,,i ,i I,, ,i .. ,1-, !,., .. :, 1·,,ii11 :d•,HU dh" d,1,ki1,"-:i 
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of culture i,; still weH rnken.9 Sedimented across the centuries into our way~ 
of thinking and living is a persistent and deep stratum, an abiding internal 
impulse that grounds more apparent changes. To be sure, this "common 
sense" has itself always been vulnerable to the ineluctable process of change, 
but relatively speaking it is also resilient and endtiring. 

Nietzsche, aware that cultural specificity does make a difference in the 
formation and content of this deep stratum, describes it as a "philosophy ot 
grammar" that is peculiar to different language groups. In reporting on th,· 

Indo-European languages, he observes: 

The strange family resemblance of all Indian, Greek, and German 
philosophizing is explained easily enough, Where there is an affinity 
of languages, it cannot fail, owing to the common philosophy 
of grammar~I mean, owing to the unconscious domination and 
guidance by similar grammatical functions-that everything is 
prepared at the outset for a similar developmenr and sequence of 
philosophical systems; just as the way seems barred against certain 
other possibilities of world,interpretation.10 

Such observations as these by James and NierLSche might occasion a recon 
sideration of our usual way of thinking about the contributions of our own 
great philosophers. Without slighting their defining persistence, to wh;u 
extent in the "history of thought" are Plato and Aristotle, for exampk, 
constructing their philosophical systems out of whole doth and to wh:u 
extent are they-with penetrating insight, certainly-only making cxpli,·ii 
what is already implicated in the structure and fonction of the langu:1g,
they have inherited from their ancestors/ fn what degree arc they cultm:il 
archaeologists who are only ''discovering" and "recovering" their legacy,•! 
''common senre,'' their own "philosophy of grammar/" 

A corollary to the Nietzschean thesLs that grnmmar to a real deµ-n·,· 
promotes and constrains patterns of thought is that disparate cultures ,1.,· 
going to have different "philosophies of &,>rammar:' Indeed, the Cambrith:, 
rhetorician L A. Richards, in reflecting on the difficultiC-5 of moving frq,. 
one cultural "common sense'' to another-from our own Western namui'-' 
to classical China, in his case-also worries that "·analysis" as a methmk,J,,,:, 
might wel! be smuggling in a worldview and way of thinking quite 

the early Chinese corpus: 

Our Western tradition provides us with an effiborate apparMui ,,1 
universals. particulars, wbst,mces, attribures, <1l\'it-rncrs, connd\"' 
gen.eralitie;;;, specificities, properties, qtPlit ii'~, r,+li ·1<>m. i:01npln,," 

whPk.,,, .,w;;•. , L,-.,_,-., m,!ividu,,i--,-~~('1\<'t',,, 

,·, ,w:,d,- 11rdn·1·,,tL,, ,l,1u·h. ,-,sni·,, i, ,;i,,' '' '"1' " 1 ,•!• 
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gets along without any of this and with nothing at all definitf t11 

take its place. Apart entirely from the metaphysics that we are unly 
too likely to bring in with this machinery, the practical difficulty 
arises that by applying it we deform his thinking, , .. The dungcr 
to be guarded against is our tendency to force a structure. which 
our special kind of Western training (idealist, realist, positivist, 
Marxist, etc.) makes easiest for us to work with, upon mode.:-, of 
thinking which may very well not have any such structure at 
all-and which may not be capable of being analysed by meam of 
this kind of logical machinery.11 

Again, it is the familiar vocabulary of metaphysical realism assumed in 
the categories of "common sense" announced by James-a way of thinking 
dmt privileges ''analysis" as a methodology-that Richards idenrifie; ;is our 
t)Wn default apparatus that we unawares bring to our unden;tm,Jing (1f the 
"dl:'!ssical Chinese corpus, 

What, then, is the "common sense"-the deep cultural st:n;tum, 
jmcommon assumptions---,.)f the ancient Chinese worldview! In his !ifoiim,..: 
·Swdy of Shang dynasty divlnatory practices, Keightley claims dn1t ''the origins 

much that is thought to be characteristically Chinese m.ay be identified 
iITT the ethos and world view of its Brome Age diviners. "12 Indeed, "it is 
'.'_pt.,ssib!e fur the modem h.Wtorhm to infer from the archaeological, artistic, 
·lJwJ wtitrt.n records of the Shang some of the theoretical strategies and 
:)ittsuppositions by which the Bronze Age elite of the dosing centuries of the 
-~cumd millennium oc ordered their e.xistence."u Keight!ey would insfar that 
""u;rtuin presupposition.~ of Shang culture evolved to become further articulated 

what we take to be the furm.ative period of classical Chinese philosophy: 

The glimpse that the oracle-bones inscriptions afford us of 
metaphysical conceptions in the eleventh and tenth centuries BC 

suggests that the philosophical tensions that we associate primarily 
with the T<1oism and Confucianism of E3..$tem C' .. hou [Zhou] had 
a!ready appeared, in different fonn, in rhe intellectual hL,tory of 
Chin,1, half a millennium earlier<H 

Nktz...'-Che, Keightley perceives the structure of language itself to be 
A (t<.oource that can be mined to reveal a vein of cultural assumptions and 
iwp1,nm,ce1': "Without necessarily invoking rhe Sapir-Whorf hypothesis of 

rdativity, one can still imagine that the grnmmat of the Shang 
H1>< np1 i, ,m has mnch to tdl us about Shang conceptions of reality, parti.cu
hilr .,l,"ut dw forn"' 11f no1tut\·,"h 

\Vh,H, dwu. ,,1,- ;!,, "' ··!"" i!n •11dn!yitw :h'o11n1ptiun:- thar Kdghdey 
k,·- ,,i,·,ot1t1,·,I :11i.! 1,·, ,,,,,, .; ;,, !,,._ .n, h:..-,,1,,;:\" .,1 V <. 11!,ur, 
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Keightley contmsts a Chinese cosmology of ceasdei>S process with a classical 
Greek worldview in which a metaphysical tranBcendentalism guarantees an 
idea! reality: 

Put crudely, we find in classical Greece a Platonic metaphysics of 
certainties, ideal forms, and right answers, accompanied by complex, 
tragic, and insoluble tensions in the realm of ethics. The metaphysical 
foundations being firm, the moral problems were intensely real, and as 
inexplicable as reality itself. To the early Chinese, however, if reality 
was forever changeable, man could not assume a position of tragic 
grandeur and maintain his footing for long. The moral heroism of 
the Confucians of Eastern Chou [Zhou] was not articulated in terms 
of any tragic flaw in the nature of the world or man. This lack of 
articulation, 1 believe, may be related to a significant indifference 
to the metaphysical fotmdation of Confucian erhics. 16 

Positively, Keightley ascribes to these divinatory sources what is today being 
described by interpreters of classical China as a distinctively Chinese mod,· 
of ''correlative thinking." Accordil1g to his reading, orade-bone divination 
subscribed to "a theology and metaphysics that conceived of a world o! 
alternating modes, pessimistic at times, optimistic at others, hut with 
the germs of one mode always inherent in the other. Shang metaphysic~, 
at lea~t as revealed in the complementary forms of the Wu Tmg [Ding] 
inscriptions, was a metaphysics of yin and yang."11 Keightley appeal~ to thv 
pien~hua [bianhua fl 1t.] understanding of this process of change as articulated 
in the ''Great Commentary" to the Yijing-a rhythm of "alternation mi<I 
transformation"-as a later expression of the modality of change alre,ldy 
present in Shung dynruaty metaphysics. This notion of change is articulat,,,l 
in the language of symbiotic bipolar opposites that entail each other ar>< I 
mgether constitute the whole. 18 

The origins of c<irrclative thinking, which date back to at kno1 
the Shang dynasty, lie in a modality of thinking that advances in N •t L 
complexity and explanatory force through a proliferation and aggregati, 1n 

of productive dyadic associations, novel metaphors, suggestive images, ,11,,i 
evocative patterns, all of which are weighed, measured, and tested in orditw11 
experience. What, then, has been the role of warfare in the evolution ,,n, i 
articulation of this correlative mode of thinking? 

Given the temper of the Lite Eastern Zhou time;:;, we should i,, •! 

be surprised ro !earn from the court bibliographic,; nf rhe Han 
hi.stories--•::i record the fl'Spt'.Cf for which is ("t1ha1l\',,d by k!,nwir,g ii 1, , 

kept under thr ;W~['in::, nt lltd'.Hi wh1, w,·n· pnf ;lfw.1v·: ·,\'Olf':,rhcric r,, th, 't 

m,1nis1! ,·,,lk:i,i1w~· -th;1r 1!1,• milil,,ry" !<'\I:, H,, 1;, :ii.,11,,n ,lnriiw t/qs. ,, ,1L. 
rw1i1),! ,-,,,:~1u,H;·,i ;, h,,!y ,,t l11,-r:i1,u,· 1l,.11 ,1, ,1 -i«•d ,1,, "nii,·, hr ,·,sn·-.h ! 
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·/the known Confucian corpus, We should also be sure to notice that almost 
of the pre-Qin philosophical texts on occasion tum to often-substantial 

,"[,tetlection.~ on the role of warfare in defining the human experience. 
'';(-'. The tmdisputable importance of these various military documents in 
''-{heir own time has recently led several distinguished scholars to trace the 

·-·, '•oration of seminal philosophical ideas--ideas that have conventionally 
ascribed to the more-speculative philosophers of the period-back to 

,ese early martial texts, and then again back to the unending military 
nflicts that informed the content of these documents. As Plato tells 

"Necessity is the mother of invention."19 One such redescription of 
military texts' intellectual contribution was introduced by Li Zehou 
JY!. and has more recently been endorsed and elaborated upon by He 
i 1.ir~i!t. With the help of Li and He, we can seek am>vers to our 

) pressing questions: What, specifically, has been the role of warfare in 
maturation of correlative thinking, and what has been the influence of 
dative thinking on deeply held assumptions about death and dying? 

Li argues first that the terms of rhe distinctive correlative dialectic 
have come to associate with pre,Qin thinking have their origins and 

ind their development in dose observation of the character of everyday 
ience and acnial life circumstances rather than in some more abstract 

ratified theoretical or linguistic discourse. Second, rehearsing the myriad 
·es that are associated with cu!turnl heroes and that are remembered 

i~·!:Oughout historical texts, Li insist~ that the scourge of war has been an 
'.6tegral and persistent aspect of Chinese life from earliest times. On Li's 

sure, ir was this intense drama of v,,1r more than any other dimension 
the human experience, with survival itself always in the balance, that 

a vital urgency to the investigation of our lived world's col'relative 
Indeed, it is the complementarity of Hfe,and-death itself-perhaps 

most fundamental among the increasingly complex manifold of bipolar 
appealed to in the correlative dialectics of ancient China-that in 

opening lines of the Sum:i sets the frame of reference for the entire 
: "War is a vital matter of state. lt is the field on which life or death 

-;:(fi.,heng il:.±) is determined and the road that leads to either survival or 
_-.. fJJ,11 (i:unwang ,fr'C), and must be examined with the greatest care."W 

!n the extant military texts, we discover a distinctive aml elaborate 
dialectic that, in its immediate appeal to the unadorned detail 

(\'lKrete circumstances, reveals little patience for morc~abstract and 
hypothe.ticaL,;. In the planning and execution of war, there is 

pnwrnl prohibition against those speculative religious and mythological 
__ .. \-,1fui,krntkins that would di~trnct attention from empirical dernil and 
\: j:'fotnnte unfoundvd \'·q'<·, L1ti,,n,. Tlw shifting dynamk of btdefidd 

r:.1r+11r·l'<'c H'\''' d(-d 1,, 11 ·· 1,,,Jl 1, lf'.ii•h ifw nww,1/iry :md c,;mplnnuvarity of 
sl\!!'''·,11,-·, .in,L d,1,,,;i,j, q,,,!, "Jl,, 1,,,r,, t,,fov11"·1<t, sio,I ;,pp!t<":i1!u11, ,·vnkn! 
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a growing insight inro the correlative logic of actual experience as well 'h 

a growing confidence that such insight can be crucial in determining ;1 

successful outcome.11 

What, then, is this correlative thinking? Stated simply, correlariv,' 
thinking begins by unraveling the relational tensions that obtain amrnw 
things and events-"thises and thats"~in an attempt to fully understand ;lw 
prevailing circumstances, Then, on the basis of this concrete information, 
it attempts through productive correhtions to take optimum advantage nt 
the creative pO&<;ibilities inherent in that particular situation. Correlativ(• 
thinking, thus, is the use of ooe's imagination to coordim1te what 1:

local, immediate, and actual with the productive possibilities that crn 
be discerned through the application of dyadic images. Joseph Ncedhrll!\ 
describes the cosmoh)gical assumptions behind this correlative thinking m 

the following terms: 

In coordinative rhinkhrg, conceptions are not :,ubsume.d under ont 
another, but placed side by side in a /lllttl>rn, and things influenc,: 
one another not by acts of mechanical causation, but by a kind 
of "inductance." ... The key word in Chinese thought ls Order 
and above all Pauem (and, if l may whisper it for the first time. 
Organism). The symbolic correhitiom, or c1lrre~1xmdences all formed 
part of one C<)lossal pattern. TI1ings behaved in particular ways not 
necessarily because of prior actions or impubions of other thing.,,, 
but beomse their position in the ever-moving cyclical univenu,
was such tha!.' they were endowed with intrinsic natures which 
made that behaviour inevitable for them. If they did tll.lt behaw 
in those particular ways they would lose their relational position:, 
in the whole {which made them what they were), and turn int" 
something other than themselves, They were thus parts ill exi~tentl',11 
depend en ct upon the whole world~organism. And they reacted upt n • 
one anorher not so much by mechanical impulsion or causation w, 

by a kind of mysterious resomince/' 

By contrast with this Chinese cosmology, the preassigned tekufu:'.I• 
design that we might associate with either external "Nature" or itH1'1q) 

(but externally endowed) "nature" makes causality rerrospective, rn'u--,,,n, 
and linear, a process that entails closure and satisfaction. \Vhen wt "l'l'L 

inductive or deductive reasoning, we are attempting to ahtrnct thv l, T•-· ,i 

relations governing a particular situation and e.v:1hrnre their (J'ud1 ,. <it" 
through a process of logical inference. T!w t11<,ri~·;1fh,11, pr,·~111n,1H1·, , .. 
discern rhe causal law~ d(•f1•nninin;: ;1 \\>rt1n1L1r ·,111,:11i,,n with ,,·1,·Hilt• 

cbrity and, on th:11 h1:,i:s. ;1ntkip:1{<' rL.·· ,.,n, ,,1q,- ( ,1rwL111n· 1h1nlH, 

dues n<'l ,.,,,, !\l(k ih,: n·,h1, 11,,n1;-l1, 1i,.,,l 1,,,- ,,I "1, 1,1,1« , sri.,,,.,11,,,1 i ,,, 
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; rather offers imagination as its complement, Said anorher way, science is 
•much more than the application of rational srructures, As Angus Gmham 
,_:describes the funct!On of correlative thinking l.11 the Yijing, "An openness 
:to chance influences loosing thought from preconceptiom is indispensable 
''.·to creative thinking, ln responding to new and complex situations it 
· is a practical necessity to shake up habitual schemes and wake to new 
correlations of similarities and connexions."13 To be clear, the Yijing-as a 
·text tlrnt advocates the importance of correlative thinking as an antidote 
.::to "the hardening of the catcgories"-provides us with an opportunity to 
:think outside the proverbial box. As Graham further observes: "Plainly the 
)'i is relevant, not to sdentiiic explanation, but to the unexpected insight 
(nto a similarity or connexion which sparks off discovery, in the sciences 

elsewhere."H 
Correlative thinking is the application of what David Hall and l have 

lied ars cmuexualis-"the art of contextualizing''-to a given situation in 
ttsuir of a prospective harmony, which seeh to maximize its creative 
1ssibilities, This holistic process entails continuing disclosure and builds 

·. ,ward consummation. i, Idealities, i11ste,1d of being predetermined and 
;rogramme..1, are "ideas'' or "possibilities" pregnant within the concrete, 

,xtual circumsrnnccs; they can be di.seemed with imagination and can be 
· imated and made real with effort. &!ch ''thing" or ;'event" is focal as a 
·.configuration of unique relations, relations that are also constitutive of other 
-''things" and "events" when enterrnined from different foci. 

:: We might augmenr U Zehou's claim about. the importance of war in 
jfofining the philosophical terms of art by reflecting on militarist .assumptions 

u&mt causality. Central to military philosophy Is the perception that any 
\_.particular event is sponsored by a fluid rnlculus of factors captured in the 
.',_idea termed shi #, which defies translation into the linear causality rhat 
···predominates within the English language. Shi describes the continuing 
dynamic of all the factors that are at play in any particular situarion

.,, drcumstances, configuration, rnom.entum, authority, propensity, timing, 
force, leverage, weight, velocity, precision, a triggering device, an<l so on-
11tlJ that can be coordinated to allow for relational advanrnge. Importantly, 
this notion of shi wu;; initially a kt:y mi.litary term connotrng the strategi.c 
u,lvm1tage or "purchase" that is achieved relative to the enemy through 
P1>ploiting differentials in information, terrai.n, morale, training, logistics, 

weaponry, and so on. 
In the rni!itary texts, shi has been captured with different images: the 

pnwn nf the cro.~sbow bolt controlled by a tiny trigger bur able to pierce 
dJJ ,:rwmv from a distance that itself serves as protection; the unsroppab!e 
i;,r, t' ,,/ nnmd log~ :md !1,,,_dd,·l's thllndering down a steep ravine; a bird 
d !'kV ,;1_vnop111;s ,h,,nnv,r,j _,,><f ,i!'ikin!i :inntlwr imirn;tl ouf of rhe .,ky.1" 

'!11,· 1,nn b -.u! 0-.,-,:,":,1i, q/••·•1·1;,1>,! n, 1!,,, btn 1•hi!,N'/'!1i<.':d litn:1tnJ'1' 
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wherein, for the Confucianism of Xunzi, for example, it is claimed that shi 
refers to a moral character that creates political advantageP 

Shi, a fundamentally aesthetic notion, is "compositional" in at least twu 
senses. Self and enemy are coterminous and mutually entailing, thus making 
available the possibility of "com-positioning" and thereby reconfiguring rhe 
situation to one's advantage. We are able to redefine ourselves and the enemy 
by coordinating shared relations and replacing the pre5ent configurntion o! 
relations to precipitate an advantage on one side at the expense of th(' 
other. 

To take an example. if our army is evenly matched by the enemy's, we
can rehearse possible ways of compensating for this stalemate by reflectin1.: 
on relevant holistic and complementary dyads that might be recalibrated to 
tum the always,fluid pattern of circumstances to our advantage. Strategically, 
we can seek inspiration in the reconfiguring dyads such as far and nc.11 

(jinyuan .ilt.i!), strong and weak (qiangruo 5.~..¼), large and small (da.tiou 
:k. ,j, ), regular and irregular attacks (zhengqi iF.. -Jj-), vitul ::rnd tangential asset,, 
(qingzhong f:IY), arrogance and humility (jiaobei ~-1(.), concentrated and 
dispersed (zhuansan ~~), offensive and defensive postures (gongshou J{. '1' ), 
wL~dom and ~tupidiry (zhiyu ct' ,!fl.), taking and gi\'ing (JR ·'"f•), victory al\d 
defeat (shengbai Mi-M:.), and so on. 

In the opening chapter of the Sun Bin, the text's namesake provid,••, 
Tian Ji-comm,inder of the Qi forces~wirh advice baseJ upon precisely th1·,,· 
dyads, enabling the Qi troops ultimately to defeat Pang Juan, commander ,,f 
the Wei army, At the time, the Qi an<l Wei armies were evenly matchd 
in troop numbers, First, Sun Bin suggests feigning ineptitude ln warfan: 1,,, 
sacrificing Qi's expendable trcxips to embolden the \Vei enemy, Dividi11;: 
Qi's main forces into smaHer units to conceal the finny':; full strength, \,1\ 

then provokes the now confident Wei enemy by first dispatching !ii:hd, 
armed chariots to attack the Wei capital at Daliang. The Qi army tlwn 
falls immediately upon and destroys the main Wei army that, having !w1·•· 
weakened by abandoning its supplies and artillery, is being force~mard1s·,! 
home over a long distance in order to protect its heartland. By orchest1wnoc 
a reconfiguration of these various dyads, Sun Bin is able to make far 11u.

near, strong into weak, tangential into vital, anJ so on, thereby guidi111' \.'• 
to victory.15 

ThL~ correlative strategy for understanding and influencing a sii-11,,t H> 

b fundamentally m5thetk, requiring as a first step the full comider:11 i< ,1, , ,1 

all the details that produce the totality of the present, actual cffcn '] i, 
military texts put less stress on precepts and more on acquiring ,md cx11l\,1, ,, 
total infonmitlon gained by any means and at ,my q1st' A l'Olllprdwia 

1.mderstanding of the actu,il circumstm.r,·s vnq•,,11·, 1h iii,· 1111-,11.;i1l.11!<.,, 

register and to take adv,mt.i~;i; ,,f t!w fiill 1 ,,,,.,. , ,t ! ., ,- .. ,ii .i111 ;,,, i, ,lie;; 
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within the dynamics of the actual circumstances in order to orchestrare 
the production of welcome outcomes. This analogical mode of thinking is 
radically empirical in that it fundamentally respects particularity, ultimately 
'ffquiring the adaptation of any abstract considerations to the specific details 
b.~Weming an always-unique situation. 

Just to be clear, such an assertion about correlative thinking--one that 
emphasizes holistic aesthetic sensibilities, imagination, and a preoccupation 

"'\vith the concrete and practical-is holistic rather than exclusive. It does 
n0t (as the caricature of this position frequently assert~) preclude appeal 

rationality, abstmction, inference, generalizations, or theoretical models, 
,,, __ precisely those conditions of thinking that are often uncritically assumed by 

·,/;_$i1HIC to be the only kind of thinking. Rather, in correlative thinking, these 
,Juore-abstractive considerations would be redefined and revalorized as being 
,Junctional assets or tools tfo:1t can serve us best only when they are made 
\iltlmate[y responsible rn the particular experiential context. 
,,,_ How does the imagination work here! Chinese cosmology begins 
Jf\)tn the autogenerative nature of transformation, without appeal to the 
't:onception of extemal causal laws. The energy of change lies within 

pattern of relations that constitutes the world itself: the world is 
l~pontaneously :;o of itself (ziran ITT t.t), The dyadic tensions through which 
'.Jhe patterns of change are expressed are many :md can be captured in 
· - contingent range of images. By first identifying and appreciating these 
.ti:n~ions, we c..m find the !atitu<le in them thm enables us to orchestrate 

::,l.l,O everyday circumstance-relating to the family, the community, or thc-
-:-hMdetield-into its most productive confi1,,'"lm1tion, 

!n the Sum::i, we find a prolifi:rntion of images that ·define actual 
drcumstances and that provide a potential handle 011 the dynamics of 
d1;mgc. Li Zehou argues that a rru!y extensive p,ittem of dyads originates 
in :1 reflection upon the cnncrete dernils of milirnry affairs, When we turn 

-/ t(, the Daodejing, there b both a sustained rellection on the use of the 
· rm!irnry that in large degree ech(WS the militari5t texts, and a comiderable 

\!:rrninological overlap with th.em. However, there is also an extension 
q/ 1hese bipolar dyads------often more conceptual and abstrnct~that ha~ u 
hJ,,,id~r political and cosmological appllcation.19 In addition, th(•rc is a 
, ,,rw1Tted challenge to many conventional correlations associated with 
w.1111~tream political philosophy that r.he Dam.lejing takes m; the ultimate 

.,,11Jrlc of war and conflict-for example, the a~sumed relationship between 
!nrd ;11Jt! soft, full and empty, ~agacity and stupidity, life and death, law 
,\H<l ,.kH,s, knowledge and speech, war and peace, ruling and being ruled, 
:m,.l •,., ,,n. 

l'rol,iux d\Tf" r 1»1c, thi•, , nrr,·Lt;vv ~-osmology ,is n ~ource of the 
j,.,,c,qlii,1:, t:li1rf.d .1,.-,i:,,i•1,,,1,· ,,,,j; ""•I"'' i 1,, dc,11h, w,· di~i:ow'r in :in(·icnt 
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China a concerted focus on life in the here-and-now rather than speculafo,n 
on the conditions beyond the grnve. ,A.J; Tang Junyi observes: 

When Chinese philosophers speak of the world, they are thinking 
of the world that we are living in. There is no world beyond ot 
outside of the one we are experiencing, ... They are not referencing 
"a world" or "the world" but are simply saying "world as such" withow 
putting any indefinite or definite article in front of it.-l~ 

Without appeal to the concept of an immortal soul that belongs to sonw 
higher reality beyond this world, the naturalistic. default position is to ndr 
the most of what is available in this world. Without the kind of tekol, 
ogy that promL~es a predetermined future existence, participation in 
achievement of a sustained, usually local harmony in rhis world rcm;iina 
the ultimate focus of life. 

Tang, in searching for language to characterize this early Chine~,, 
cosmology, captures the pervasive sense of continuity in his proposition "r 
"the inseparability of the one and the many, of uniqueness and mu!tivalenn\ 
of continuky and multiplicity, of integrity and integration (yiduo buferig1tt1t\ 
- J -1' h'-$i.)."Ji What he means by this expression is that if we begin ,;ut 
reflection on the emergence of cosmic order from the who!enes.~ of 
experience, we can view this experience in tenns of both its dynamic rd\

tinuities and its manifold multiplicity, as both a pmct:SSual flow an,1 ,1,-i 

ongoing series of distincr consummatory evenrs, This is one more example 
of the mutual implication of binaries that characterizes all phenomena in t lir 

natural world-in this case, particularity and totality. That is, any partirnLn 
phenomenon in our field of experience can be focused in different w:,i ,, 
on the one hand, it is a unique and persistent particular; on the ,,tlw,, 
it has the entire cosmos and all that is happening implicated withit; ,1-. 

own intrinsic pattern of relationships. TI1is person is uniquely who slw b 

as distinct from other people, yet her relational magnitude is such th,H "' 
giving a full accounting of the social, natural, and cultural rdarionship~ d,.,1 
constitute her, we must exhaust the cosmos. 

A process w()rldvlew is one of radicnl contextuality, wherein I l"' 
embedded parrkular and its context are at once contirmous and db1n1, 1 

This focus-field r,datlonship is captured in the language of dmx:lc .ih i4: 

the field of experience (dao) H.I1d the myriad irui.stent particular:, {ti_, l ! h v 
comtitute it--'cei another way to express the inseparability of tiK ,ww ,uLI 
the many, In the Yijing, this sense of the mutuality d onem)M c1rnl m.,:,, 
ness is captured in the image of the fr:iur seasons thnt are;\\ !Uh'1- ,IH;,,," 
from one another and yet contlnumis: "ln dwir flux (hirm '-4'.'.) :n,,! ii,, n 
continuity (wng ~) dw prncs'.ssc,, ,if n;itHn' <If'<' ,1 <.'<1wl\vqnn I" ii" ,,, 
~easons. "£ Tids nuthn 11!' dv- in5q,.1r,,hlw,- , ·i , , ,1<1 !nn,iy :11 ;,l muh wl,- '" 
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,9cessary to understand the claim we find throughout the early philosophical 
ture about the ''oneness" of things, or of becoming "one" with things, 

n stated as a kind of achievement. 
The contempornry philosopher Pang Pu provides us with language 

clarifies this notion of cosmological continuity. In his explanation of 
process of ceaseless ''procreating (sheng 1. )" captured in the Yijing as 

i-1gsheng buxi 1.:i.;f: .t," he makes an iHuminating distinction. "Paishe:ng 
" is authoring, birthing, originating in the sense that one thing creates 

'etbing as an independent existent, like a hen producing an egg or an 
rree producing an acorn. "Huasheng 1-t:i.," on the other hand, is one 

,g transforming into something else, like summer becoming autumn or a 
becoming a butterfly. In the /ml,lieng "derivation" sensibility, rhe 

goes on to become another hen, and rhe acorn to become another oak 
whereas in the huashcng "transmutation" sensibility, most eggs become 

and most acorns become squirrels. 
A creatio ex nihilo variation on rhe paisheng derivation sensibility has 

.. minated in our own persistent, Aristotelian cosmological assumptions
-hen reproduces its ovm es,~ence or, in the human case, the child has 
,wn soul, an essemial identity independent of the parent. Knowledge, 

~i:Cfore, lies in being able to identify and categorize the ptogen-y: to 
t_what it essentially "is" (L esse). In the Chinese qi cosmolq,iy, on the 
:id, these rwo sense;; of "procreating" qualify each other. Importantly, 
-,putative dfacretene.ss and independence entailed by paisheng is qualified 
lht• processual and contextual assumptions of humheng; the proce...-sual 
J:fnuity of huasheng ls punctuated as unique ''evt~nts" by the coosummatory 
tire of paisheng. Expressed concretely in the metaphor of fainily that is 
nsive within the Chinese cosmological mder, neither uniqueness nor 

tinuity will yield to the other. The notion of intrinsic relationality that 
'S for the uniquenc'\S ;.ind Ji.stinctivencss of partkulnr members of the 

Hy on the one hand, and for the continuity rhar obtains among them on 
(1!her, disqualifies parHvho!c analysis and requires imtead a gestalt shift 

lncos,fie!d thinking-a non.analytic mode in which "part" and ''totality" 
n:spective foregrounding and backgmunding perspectives on the same 

ln pun;uing this distinction between "derivation" and "transformation," 
b alerting us to a further refinemenr in our under-:,tanding of the 

v 1n.,~hip between what comes before and what follows in the ongoing 
of life and death. Whereas we might be inclined to nnderstand 

phigrnitor/progeny genealogy as a series in which there is quite literally 
'\>:-entLil" independence of the latter from the former, early Chinese 

)_iv.i,1,,l.J/)V ,,11 reflection i~ c!Parly a comhinadon of both paishengflnd huasheng, 
't:!luw d,,, pr,,gcni!H "~ riviiw w,1~· r,, ihi., unique progeny but at the same 

-"-',HHH ,h pt",,!i{,c,1i,,,- ,,;;.I L,:qw ,,i, \lllhil, i1•: progn1y, fn this nhmt.doJ;y, 
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there is a strong sense of genealogical continuity wherein the progeny i,; 1, -. 

be undersrood as the foregrounding of this unique person in a continuing thw 
of procreation...........,,1 unique and particular currenr in a particular stream, 

We might look at naming conventions for illustration, A "pro1w,,_ 
name is by definition "one's own" name (paisheng), hut in a Chinese wodd 
one's complex of names is profoundly relational and processual (hua._ihen;.:,i, 
One's family name is the first and continuing source of identity, whcn'<is 
one's given name (ming .t-) proliferates with a<>sumed style names (ti T \, 
sobriquets (hao ~}, and a web of specific family designations (such as '\mdv 
number two" [ershu ..:::..-&tj and "auntie number three'' !Sanzhou .E..f!hl) wid 
professional titles (such as "teacher" [laoshi ctitfiJ or "director" 
i.f:f]) even in the course of one's lifetime and with posthumous titll'c< ( 1/\i 
iia) after it, reflecting the unfolding contribution one has been able to 
to family and community over time. 

For someone who lives within this correlative sensibility, 
assumptions about death and dying are commonsensical. ln the cen~t'l<:%· 
process of transformation, death is both natural and inevitable. At the vtl\0 

time, the trauma of death is attenuated in degree by a strong sem(' ul 
continuity within the constitutive web of family and community n:bd,li;t. 
Tb.is sense of p<::rsistencc i,~ much in evidence from the funerary rn,,t 
culture in which a powerful belief seems to be that life after demh n ;i. 

direct extension of life in this worltl-that is, death is not a releast· !r,,11,, 
but a continuation of, the sotiial, pnlitical, and economic c0t1diti,im l 

govern the life we are presently living. In the tombs excavated oV<'I t!,ts 
past generation or so, we dL,covcr that buried with those decea~1·d wh,i 
enjoy a well-providt..J death arc articles used in everyday living: rli,d.ii,p 
and jewelry, combs and mirrors, utensils and lacquerware dishes, fo(),1~1 
and, indeed, nn abundance of reading materfal for the journey w l,!zi,,,,, 
nor-where. TI\e decease<.! were being provided with an environmem "", I,;;,; 
to that of the living as prn;sible. As Mu-chou Poo points out, "Sin,,. d+ 
burials differ only in the degree of material richness, not in fornbH,cr".,1 
C1)nception and structure, it stands w reason that we assume a mot~· ,,1 In"'.: 
homogeneous religious belief :unong the rich and the poor in S(i1·Hr · 

The persiMing structure of ancestor worship also seems to m.,h dv 
continuity of this parn!lel afterlife dependent~in important ,.lq.:r,'<' •'i'-'11 

the sacrificial activiti&.s of the living who continue to n:irn:rnh:, d,, ;, 
dead. Tii!.S memory is ma<le tangible in a never-ending 5tH·,w1 of t, ,, .cl ;:d 

''money" trnnsmitte<l by the living to the am:c1,tT:i! world thr,H11:h 1, ,:,,i-11 
ritual prnctices. After all, the dead, !ih: the !iviiig, ,1(:0111k,J :i 1,b·,, q,;1,,;, 

a bureaucratlcaUy stnw/1.trnl w"rld thut !'·1r,1!kk,l 1h,• \Y"rld d riw !, ,;,;.: 
:and as such had tt, p,1v tlk1r i.,\<:.~ .n1,I r.1\,· ,.1n· ,,; ""·"111(,w ,,111,,,;, 
Accor<linp ru !\1,,, •·1.,1 dn· ,Iv.id in 1h,, "' 1Ln ,1,,iU, i,,q,J,Uw·>' ,;,c n 
!ifo nl,u11d,l1H w,th ,,11 ,!,, i,·.·,,•.,,·,nu•, ,d :,v 
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fndeed, important for understanding death in thL~ culture is rhe 
;rnate relationship between "perishing" wang i:: and "forgetting'' wang 

a relationship made explicit in the Daodejing. 11,ere is a strong sense 
death occurs not when one dies but when one is forgotten. In a cultural 

ition in which persons are understood to be constituted by rhe pattern 
!es and relationships configured throughout the narrative of their lives, 

answer to the question of what is lost and what is !t:ft fa fill important 
As long as a person is remembered, he or she has a place and a life, 
emphasis on genealogical continuity, the ethic of fumi!y reverence, the 

,1ral requisite of returning the body to the ancestors intact, the elabomre 
ire of Chinese funerary rites, and the role of ancestor worship as the 
r religious observance are all an expression of this social memory. On 

,ntrary, "not being around," "being exiled," ,md "disappearing" are all 
,f dying while stiU being otherwise alive. Hence, the interchangeability 

).1 perish" wang r- and "to he forgotten" wang ,'& is found in the altema• 
-:W,mg Bi and Mawangdui redactions of Daodejing 33, respectively: 

'1' &< * ft!i ¼ A. 
'1-iliiT1'c (&) ¼;I;. 
Not losing one's place is to be !ong enduring; 
Dying and yet not perishing [or "not being forgotten"] is to be 

long, lived, 

.acceptability of the variants here among scholars would suggest that 
•1ing" and ''being forgotten" are not contradictory, and rhar the tine 

read either way because of this immediate connection between being 
,m<l being remembered, and perishing and being furgorten. 16 What I 
fr. chat "dead'' people can continue to live on (such as in the c,1ses of 

_'f;·ultural heroes Kongzi and Lmzi), and "living'' people can be the wulk
."dcad''~people who are banished or whose ancestral lineage is broken 

:}Vho lire erased from court records for their crimes. 
'fhcre is an important corollary to the connection between perishing 

forgotten. lf we tum this conjunction the other way around, death 
v;mquished, in some degree, through living :a life that is memorable tmd 
n·lebrated by generatiom of both ancestors and progeny. By making the 

uf rhe opportunities that life brings with it and by bringing disrinction to 
>., f,unily and community, one is reinforcing a persistence that keep<; death 

r i .htain!y, this would be paramount in the mind of the wklier, who is 
i!!V h1.~ !ifo to protect the cominuity of his own ancestral lineage. 

f !vwrwr, living !ifo fuHy ls not to be confused with an exce;sive and 
nww,il pn:uccupation with life. In looking at death from a cla~sical 

lH /'<'i!ll «f view that shares an imimai:e relationship with the mditnrisr 
,! ·., I \h,,i,·1m.ri 10 is frequently dt<ed: 
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t4 ±Aft., 1:.:t&, f-~ _E., JE.-Z..~t, f-;;tf 3-, ,f/J ~± ±M\ta Z 
!P..Pi;.., ,Jf-J-;;tf .=.." A'i"rit? 1'.4,,'t-1.!l.it,, 

In the cycle of life and death, 
About a third are the companions of life, 
About a third are the companions of death, 
And one third again are people who, because of their 

preoccupation with staying alive, 
Move toward the execution ground with each and every step. 
How so! 
Simply because of their preoccupation with staying alive. 

In the world that this classical Daoist text reports upon, peoplt: , .,i, 
be expected to divide into three fairly equal groups: those who live ,,.11 

their natural lives; those who succumb to an early death because of di~e:1,c, 
famine, war, or some other unfortunate circumstance; and, finally, those 11h• 
would belong to the first group but, because of their excessive prcoccup,111<•!! 
with staying alive, join the second group in meeting with a premature rn,I 
Excess is dangerous, and thus the sage spurns the extreme, the exttav;i;;;1n\, 
and the excessive, Life and death, like a!l the correlative relationship~ dut 
organize our world~induding long and short, high and low, difficult ,111;! 

easy, old ,md young, and so on-arc continuous and mutually entai!im:. •.,, 
that being preoccupied with one at the expense of the other introdun", .,n 
abnormality that challenges the natural btlance and cadence of lif1· /h 
Daodejing 7 5 reports, "it is precisely they who do not kill themscln••, n1 

living who are more enlightened than they who treasure life," 
Further, for rhe more reflective and philosophical persons living ut,,ki 

the sway of this correlative cosmology~the authors of the Zhuangzi , , ""' 
immediately to mind-the ongoing processes of life and death are s1u,·11,i, J 

with a palpable optimism, There is an unanni)unced acknowledgnwn1 1b, 
life could not he what it is if it were not for the anticipation of de1it!,. l i, :' 
is, without death in its broadest sense, life would be static, mu1~1'-n' :,1. 

predictable, and tedious, Death is the indeterminate aspect attendillJ.o dw i+ 
experience that makes its process, change, complexity, and novelrr I'' ,._._,I i, 

and, as such, can be understood as a positive, enabling presence! rn1lw1 ,I, ,1 

as a negative, disabling absence. Death so understood does not i1d71\-,1 
subvert life but stimulates and drives ir, making it more int,:rnc, ,H,- >-·• · 

an<l poignant. Indeed, frir those clo.,e to Zhuangzi, the only injt11Kti, ,1; •1, -,, 1-1 

be, "Enjoy the ride!"3
' 

:'\OTE.'> 

l. The discussion pf "'thick c,ilw,.d 1:,•H1·,.,l,·.,1i,;n•,'' i,n:1,,-, , i,, 

upon in my C1m(11ci,m /!Pie· !'1/w-, .,\ \,.,,,/,1ci," 1,,,1!,,,.i,,HW !,,"" ( ii,,,, 

versity Pre,;,. 
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2. Ont might. argue that the bugbear of "essenrialism" is itself a culturally 
•':jfX:dfic worry. fasentialism arises from familiar classical Ol'eek assumptions about 
ztintology as "the science of being'' and from the application of mlct identity (or 
;/!t/ilotnces'') as the principle of individuadon rhat follows from such an ontoloi,,y. TI1e 

tendeJ and hugely erudite scholar Zhang Longxi f/!;Ehi is concerned that the 
,n of radlcal difference which he quire properly ascribes to my interpretation 

Chinese language and culture l1cad, to "relativism" and thus incommensurnbillty. 
promoting his alternative version of cultural translation, he insists: 

AgainM such an overemphasis 011 difference and ct1ltural uniqueness, 
however, l would like to argt1e for the basic translatability of languages and 
culture~ .. , . Only when we acknowledge different peoples and nations as 
equal in their ability to think, t() express, to communicate, and to create 
values, we may then rill oun;elves of ethnocentric biases, ("Translating 
Cultures: China and the We$r." Chinese Thought in a Global Context: A 
Dialogue between Chine.le and \Ve.stem Philasophicd Approaches, ed. Karl-Heim 
Pohl [Leiden: Brill, 19991, 46) 

_-. The cfoim alx1ut being "equal'' in the ability to think might sound i11clmive 
'hberating, bui- in re~lity it is anything bm innocent, Why would we as~umc that 
po~,;ibi!ity other rraditions htwc culrurnl[-.,, 5pecilic modalities of thinkinr; cnt:,ils 

n that that they Jo llllt know how to think, unless we believe that our way p(" 
lng is, in fact, the <1n!y wa}·! Further, the uncritical assumptkm that other cult11m, 
think the same way that 1 do i5 for me the \,cry definition of cthnoc.rntri~m, 

1!d argue th::n it is preci&dy the recugnition and appreciation of the degree of 
c obtaining among cultures that pmpcrly motivate~ cultural translarion in 

ri·t\t place at1d that ultimately rewards r.he effrm, Indeed, arguing rhat there are 
,1,11ly contingent mo<lalltie5 of thinking can be pluralistic rather than relativistic 
,1,tommodadng nllher than condescending. At the very least, we must strive 

1 imaf!ination.ro take other c.ulrurcs ,m their llWn terms if comparative studies 
tu pmviJe us wit11 the mutu:1! emichmcnt that it promises, 

l. [},wid N. Kdghtlt'Y, "fairly Civikntiun in Chim: Reflecti<ins nn How It 
( ,'hincse," in Hc'l'itage of China: Contemporary /J,.,npecrive, (m Chinese Civilization, 

!'i,1il S. Ropp (Berkdey: University of California Press, 1990), 33-
,f, A. C. Ornham nukes this same point. The Zll!u:mgzi's dbcus~km o( 

[1Hitr,>Htiug the problem of death ''ls quite withnur the morhidity of the stress w1 

1l,dity in the late-Medkv:1] art of Europe, which remln,b of 1hs- horrors n( 

for the gooJ of our souls." Sec Grnh,un. Disputers of rh,, 1i.w (La S;11le, l!L: 
( ',,,iJt. 1989), 203, 

',. In R11~n Ji'~ f;,f:.-fll• Em.Jy ,.mMwic M!W. writtm in the rl1ird c,:ntury, following 
Ldl ,,f dw Han dyansty, we uad that ';the ~ustom of tht ~tates of Chu and Yue 

-Ww, r" ,·,1,,, . .,1 1niHtary bravery, and thus thdr hahit wa~ ro trl~il.1 death lightly," But 
· t<J,,;n fi.,m die· f't>Gpcctive of the ,:entra! stotes, this was r.hc attitude ,1( southern 

Y-«d,_,iJ.u,-. di,, ,lid 1101: have the benefit of the s:1ge~ and thetr proper Confucian 
, ,,-,!, ,, ,,,1, >,·,· l<cc-d AnJn,w Criddle, "Rectifying La~:ivilmsness through Mystical 
j '"'"""r .\,, hr,-,1t1,m :in,i T1,,rd;ni1,n of Ruan Ji';; Eswy on £\-hisic:' ,A.sian Mu.1ir: 
,:.,,,,,;.,, ,::-.di 7), ·;·; 
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